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i think this is a great product. the only issue i have is that you cannot use it with a large selection of kick drums and snares. since there are only about 100 useful presets, there is no use for it. if you are looking for multiple kick drums and snares, then i recommend the subrush 700. if you have multiple kick and
snare libraries on your system, or just a large collection of samples, we highly recommend the addictive drums app. this is one of the best in the business, and it allows you to have complete control over which kick and snare drums you want to use in your song. it also gives you an incredible selection of sounds,
including old school soul samples, fat gritty claps, and more. once you are done adding your kicks and snares, you can refine your mix by using the eq and compressor controls to get a perfect sound for your song. if this is your first time mixing, our tutorials section can help you get started. otherwise, you can
find all our mix tutorials here. the ultimate evolution of one of the biggest electronic drum packs of all time! this is the addictive drums app that takes the best parts of all our earlier apps and combines them into a full featured drum sound library complete with incredible ease of use, a stunning new interface,
and unbeatable sounds. as soon as you open this incredible drum app you will feel the magic of a whole new world of sound. the number of sounds in the drum kit is mind blowing and you have everything from 808's to old school acoustic drums, including retro and vintage soul samples. you have everything

from brilliant acoustic and electronic kicks and snares, to percussion, dance, and an assortment of everything in between. addictive drums has a huge array of different kits available to you, you can also create your own kits. addictive drums has been designed to make it easy for you to use. once you select a kit
it will populate with the different drum sounds, snare, bass, and floor tom samples it contains. next select the kick by adjusting pan, velocity, or pitch and drag your way to a perfect sound. just like that, you have your perfect drum kit. maybe if you are a little low on energy, you can select one of the many

incredible drum solos, or you could perfect your rhythm with one of the presets or create your own drum mix.
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